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Legal software solutions expert with vast experience in Knowledge Management, Contract Management and
tech solutions for legal departments

Description
Olivier Fischer, MBA, M.Sc., is the Managing Director of LS Canada Inc., subsidiary of Legal Suite S.A.S.
Designed by corporate counsel for corporate counsel; LS Canada provides software solutions to in-house
counsel. As Managing Director of LS Canada, Olivier is frequently invited to discuss issues related to Legal
and IT such as Knowledge Management or Contract Management, at events dedicated to In-House Counsel in
Canada. Prior to leading LS Canada, Olivier acted as a consultant and project manager for several IT
companies in Canada, France and Germany. Olivier holds an MBA from McGill University and is a
Telecommunication Engineer graduate from the â€œEcole Polytechnique FÃ©dÃ©rale de Lausanneâ€•, in
Switzerland.

Availability
Keynote, Moderator, Panelist, Workshop, Corporate Training

Industry Expertise
IT Services/Consulting, Telecommunications, Legal Services, Business Services, Computer Software,
Information Technology and Services, Information Services

Topics
Legal Knowledge Management, Contract Management, Cloud Computing, Kpis, Legal Software and
Technologies

Affiliations
Sample Talks
Legal Knowledge Management
Reducing costs and expenses is critical for inâ€“house legal departments. In many companies, the law
department must comply with burdensome standards for efficiency and sometimes â€“ outright
skepticism from management and the board about the impact on the bottom line.
You donâ€™t need to pay for the same research and legal work product over and over again â€“ you just need
to know how to reuse it.

Contract Management: challenges and practical solutions
Todayâ€™s corporate counsel are faced with many challenges, including managing and administering a
constantly increasing amount of legal information, particularly in the area of contracts.
Contract administration is a key component of the legal departmentâ€™s work. If lawyers do not have a
solid grasp of what is involved, they can waste a considerable amount of time and efforts without
getting any good results.
Technology Solutions for the Modern Law Department
Technology is often overlooked in corporate legal departments, even though established and userfriendly
technology can free up time for stretched legal teams to focus on the high risk and highly skilled work that
provides a tangible benefit and a real return on investment for a company.

Capturing and communicating the value of your Legal Department
How do you demonstrate the value of your legal department to managers and directors in the most
effective manner? In this session, you will explore methods for measuring performance, productivity
and quality of outcome, how to quantify value when explaining your departmentâ€™s value, and how to
speak to senior management about the law department using language, metrics and methodology that they will
understand.
What you need to know about Cloud computing
This session will provide a review and summary of the current state of the legislation surrounding the
option and will then focus on best practices and risk management measures that can be taken. Legal
Suite, a technology solution provider, and a legal department will use their recent journey into cloud
computing to demonstrate the processes, communications, benefits and risks that should go into the
decision to use cloud solutions in your organization.

Education
McGill University
MBA Business - Finance and Strategy
Ecole Polytechnique FÃ©dÃ©rale de Lausanne
M.Sc. Telecommunication Engineering
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